eScience Project CoP #9: Presentation Evaluation Form (s1/06)

Speaker: Tony Breeds. Title: Methodologies for Optimization of Cluster Computers

Please rate the presentation on the following criteria (in the [_______], use one or more ‘√’ for positive, ‘¬’ for neutral and one or more ‘×’ for negative). Write comments on the right or below to give constructive feedback.

- presentation structure: [_______]
- clarity of presentation: [_______]
- appropriate use of language? [_______]
- slide format [_______] / readability [_______]
- slides reasonably self-contained? [_______]
- effective use of diagrams / visual aids? [_______]
- stimulation of interest: [_______]
- good use of voice [_______] / body language? [_______]
- contact kept with audience? [_______]
- was the talk well-prepared? [_______]
- was the talk kept to time? [_______]
- was the material relevant? [_______]
- adequate introduction / background? [_______]
- clear motivation for project given? [_______]
- right level of detail? [_______] (if not, indicate if too much or too little)

__________________________________________________________

- were strong conclusions given? [_______]
- does the project sound interesting? [_______]
- does the work done seem substantial? [_______] significant? [_______]

__________________________________________________________

- any suggestions for improving the project?
Further comments: